Expanding Perimeters:
Showcasing Music from Eastern Europe, Asia, and the Americas

Ensemble performers from November 28, 2019 concert in Walter Hall

Japanese Taiko Drumming Ensemble
Gary Nagata, Director
Performers: Giselle Chan, Britton- René Collins, Abigail Kirton, Reina Kwak, Arthur Li, Keegan Manson-Curry, Paul Nemec, Rina Shim, Emily Tam, Ivan Tapel, Phoebe Wong, Sher Yao, Ben Yeo, Yin Yin, Yuhang Zhang, Jane Zuchelkowski

Gospel Ensemble
Darren Hamilton, Director
Performers:
Sopranos: Leticia Balogh, Kayla Falkenholt, Sophia Mackey, Ismene Papadopoulou, Phoebe Wong
Altos: Anna Chung, Fang Ling Hsu, Olivia LaPointe, Emily Morrison
Tenors: Madeleine Brown, Vannessa Gadoutsis, George Kobty, Briana Lee
Basses: Caleb Klager, Andrew Morton
Rhythm Section: Joshua Sinclair, TA/piano, Jerome Anderson, 2nd keys, Jamal Europe, bass guitar, Jacob Aylward, drum kit

Klezmer Ensemble
Brian Katz, Director
Performers: Sinem Arslan, frame drum, drum set, voice, Chiara Culmone, bass, Shaked Danieli, percussion, piano, Kayla Falkenholt, harp, Adam Heagle, clarinet, Nicholas Hladio, brač, Emily Ninavaie, violin, voice, Esther-Ruth Teel, accordion, voice, Bailey Underwood-Doe, trumpet